Institute of Hotel & Tourism Management
M.D. University, Rohtak

Sub: Approval for panel of examiners for B.Voc Catering Technology & Hotel Management

The panel of practical examiners for B.Voc (CTHM) was sent for approval of COE, the same has been accorded to. However, in view of an email request from Principal, Kenya Maha Vidyalaya - Kharkhoda, BU CTHM 101 - Environmental Science is not offered in other B.Voc Programmes.

Thus, it is requested that in addition to existing approved panel (copy attached)
the following may also please be approved

BU CTHM 101 Environmental Science

- Prof. Rajesh Dhawan
  Dept. of Env. Sc. - MDU
- Dr. Vikram Singh
  Dept. of Env. Sc. - SGU University Gurgaon

Submitted for final approval perf.

[Signature]
Director - IHTM

[Signature]
COE

[Signature]
MD (IHTM)
INSTITUTE OF HOTEL & TOURISM MANAGEMENT
M.D. University, Rohtak

Sub: Panel of Examiners for B.Voc (Catering Technology & Hotel Management – Three Years Degree Programme Dec 2016 Exams

As per request mail from Principal Kenya Mahavidalaya Kharkoda regarding panel for practical exams of B.Voc (Catering Technology & Hotel Management – Three Years Degree Programme Dec 2016 Exams for Affiliated Institutes to M D University, Rohtak for Dec 2016 Examination.

BVCTHM101 Environmental Science
(May be opted from other B.Voc exams being common paper)

BVCTHM102 English-I
(May be opted from other B.Voc exams being common paper)

BVCTHM103 Food Production-I
- Dr. Sandeep Malik – Asst. Professor IHTM
- Mohd. Shahid Hasnain – Principal IHM Rohtak
- Mr. Pankaj Mishra – Asst Professor BPSMV Khanpur Kalan

BVCTHM104 Food & Beverage Service-I
- Dr. Sanjeev Kumar – Asst. Professor IHTM
- Mr. Manoj Kumar – Asst. Professor IHTM
- Dr. Rajan Makkar – Director – GIHM Sonipat

BVCTHM105 Activity
- Prof. Ashish Dahiya – Director IHTM
- Mr. Sunegh – Asst. Professor –IHTM
- Mr. Sushil Mishra – Principal LIHM Panipat

Therefore, in view of above, The Controller of Examination is requested to approve name of examiners, from the panel proposed above so that Evaluation & Viva could be conducted in affiliated institutes offering B.Voc (CTHM) Programme. The payment of TA/DA shall be as per University Norms.

Submitted for Kind Approval

[Signature]

Director

Controller of Exam